
Enterpack
Enterpack is a complete packaging system. The Enterpack system 
offers a choice of two machine models, the 200 and the 350. The 
Enterpack 200 can be combined with the rectangular 12 x 18 cm and 
the round 13 cm seal plates. The Enterpack 350 can be combined 
with the rectangular 19 x 15 cm and 23 x 19 cm seal plates. Each seal 
plate can package trays of different heights.

Ideal for packaging meat, fish, nuts, tapas, olives, sauces, ready-made 
meals, salads, fruit and vegetables. Both hot and cold products can 
be packaged on the Enterpack. Every pack is leak-proof, airtight and 
odour-proof. The product is extremely well-presented to the con-
sumer, partly because the film is cut neatly.

The Enterpack is distinguished by the great simplicity of the product 
packaging. The following three steps ensure that the products are 
always packaged well:
1. Place the tray with the product on the feed plate;
2. The product drops into the seal plate automatically, the drawer  
 closes, the product is packaged and the drawer opens again;
3. Remove the packaged product from the feed place and remove  
 the residual film.

As the Enterpack performs the packaging automatically and, there-
fore, always uses constant pressure, every package is of consistently 
good quality.

Technical data
Machine Enterpack
Models 200 / 350
Application Packaging of fresh products
 in trays
Technology Top-seal
Operation Semi-automatic
Capacity Up to about 8 strokes per minute
Electrical connection 230 V / 50 Hz – 800 W
Machine dimensions 35 x 45 x 41 cm
 (width x depth x height)
Weight 19 kg
Certification RW TUV GS & CE
Trays Range of Entervessels trays
Film Range of Enterclear film

The above values are indications and may vary with individual 
machines.
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Advice
TEN Packaging has its own account managers, so that we can offer 

you good advice on the possibilities of our solutions for the products 

you need to package.

Technical service
TEN packaging has a service unit covering all the Benelux countries, 

with engineers operating from their own regions. Our engineers all 

have broad experience with the systems supplied by TEN Packaging 

and are therefore able to provide excellent service in installation, 

maintenance and solving malfunctions.

Parts
TEN packaging has all the usual parts in stock, both in the central 

parts warehouse and in the engineers’ cars and vans. This keeps any 

downtime in the case of a malfunction to a minimum. TEN packaging 

gives high priority to the continuity of your business operations.

Preventive maintenance
Preventive maintenance can be performed for every machine 

supplied by TEN Packaging. Preventive maintenance helps to 

extend the life of the machine and improve its safety and reliability.

About TEN packaging
The name TEN Packaging is new and was only introduced in 2017. 

However, our company is not a new one. TEN Packaging arose 

from mergers of different companies at different times. These 

companies are Conpax Verpakkingstechniek, Eselbe, Servo-Wrap 

and R.D. De Jong.
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TEN Packaging supplies innovative and often unique solutions for packaging all types of food. We 
represent the Fabbri Group, Italian Pack and Enterline manufacturers in the Benelux region. TEN Packaging 
also has a number of in-house solutions that are offered world-wide.


